
WORK SAFETY IN 
LOGISTICS 

AX SYSTEM



INTELLIGENT ANTI COLLISION AND
TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM

AX SYSTEM is an innovative occupational safety
and traffic management system. It makes safer
the pass through in internal intersections of
production and logistics halls, warehouses.

Artificial intelligence-controlled operation
recognises the risk of collision, supports
continuous forklift traffic and regulates internal
traffic by communicating with evident light and
sound signals.



WARNINGS FOLLOW THE
PATTERN OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS:

green means no danger ahead, while
red alert to the necessity of stop or
slow down.

The system only warns in the case of
real risk, thus avoiding being ignored
due to false alarms.



Operated as an intelligent traffic management
system, it adapts to location and traffic situations.

A wide range of alarms and operating rules can be
customized to the location.



AX ANALYTICAL SENSE

technology is able to recognize and
distinguish two or more objects
which heading toward and
endangering each other.

Based on the data from camera, it
computes the possible outcomes of
the situation and likelihood of danger.
In virtue of collected data it warns the
drivers to potential collision with light
and sound signals or control the
operation of forklift by deceleration.
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REPORTING

In addition to recognition and
warn, Analytical Sense
technology is also capable of
collecting and processing data.
Based on this information, it
prepares near miss and traffic
load report or risk factor analysis.

As a result, it becomes possible to
optimize the given crossroad,
filter out anomalies, and detect
dangerous traffic attitudes.



It does not require costly modification on forklifts

Workers do not need to wear additional equipment

The size of machine park and number of employees don’t affect the cost of the investment

Self-tailored rules for signaling and traffic control operation

There is no radio interference that limits reliability

Optionally, it can control the forklift operation by deceleration

No false alarms, it warns only when it need

Can be expanded with new functions independently from work safety too

DESIGNED FOR SPECIAL
NEEDS

Our engineers work with several
companies to develop the
trustable and effective safety and
traffic control system to perfectly
meet your needs.

Learn more about the diversity and
wide applicability of the system!

WWW.THEAXSYSTEM.COM/EN/

PROS AND CONS OF DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY SYSTEMS


